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The following description of Hausa is based on the variety of the language spoken in Kano,
Nigeria. The sample text is transcribed from a recording of a male native of Kano in his late

thirties. This variety of Hausa is considered 'standard'. Though Kano is a large urban
center v/ith some internal variation in speech, the sound inventory is relatively

homogeneous within the city and surrounding area. Kano Hausa is the variety most
commonly heard on national and regional radio and television broadcasts in Nigeria as well

as most international broadcasting, such as the BBC, Deutsche Welle, Radio Moscow, and
Voice of America. Kano Hausa is therefore familiar throughout the Hausa speaking areas of

Nigeria as well as Hausa speaking communities in Niger, Ghana, and other areas outside

northern Nigeria. Hausa has a standard orthography, in use since the 1930's and also based

on the Kano variety. It is familiar to all Hausa speakers literate in the Romanized
orthography. (Many Hausas are also literate in Arabic orthography, a variety of which has

been used to write Hausa, probably for several centuries. The Arabic orthography for

Hausa is less standardized than the Roman orthography and has little formally published

literature)

Vowels
Phonologically, Hausa has a 10-vowel system comprising five vowels, each with a long

and a short counterpart. The five long vowels occupy roughly the five canonical vowel
positions [i, e, a, o, u]. Their pronunciation is relatively stable regardless of environment,

and they are consistently longer in duration than their short counterparts. Before pause, the

five short vowels also fall roughly into the respective canonical positions, but medially

(both word-medial and word-final when not followed by pause), they are strongly

influenced by environment, including both preceding and following consonants and vowels

in contiguous syllables. Short HI may thus range across [i - i ~ i] and short /u/ may range

across [u - u - «]. In normal conversational speech, medial short high vowels are probably

frequently neutralized to a high, centralized vowel, with rounding or lack of rounding

determined by environment. The placement of the short high vowels in the vowel chart

below is a compromise for their variant pronunciations. Short /a/ is a fairly low,

central(ized) vowel, with fronting, backing, and rounding determined by environment. In

the sample text below, short /a/ has been consistently transcribed as [a], but it should be

understood that this represents a range of pronunciation in the low to mid area. Medial short

/e/ and lol are neutralized with short /a/. Thus, the words [zoibe:] 'ring' and [reije:]

'branch' in their plural forms (formed by lengthening the second consonant and changing

the final vowel to [a:]) are, respectively, [zobba:] and [rSssa:]. See Parsons (1970) for a
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discussion of vowel variability in Hausa. See notes introducing the illustrative text below

for the marking of tone. Orthographic forms are in italics:

1:

e:

a:

o:

u:

kJ'i:r>

kJ'eita:

k'airjti

kwo:t&

kw'u:ra:

Rim

Rem

Ram

kora

Rum

i k>ita: kira

e taite tare

a karai kara

o g
wo:rd goro

u kw'uta: Rum

'forging'

'to forge'

'to increase'

'to chase'

'dust'

'calling'

'together'

'stalk'

'kola nut'

'to stare'

Consonants
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Koran', and as a terminator of short vowels before pause, e.g. [g
wo:rd?] goro 'kola nut'.

See Carnochan (1952) for a discussion of these and other glottal phenomena.
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Nasals: Hausa has only two contrastive nasals, /m, n/. Phonetically there are also

[ ji, rj]. The palatal nasal [ji] is orthographically ny t which represents the correct phonemic

analysis, shown, for example, by the fact that in a word like hanya 'road*, the phonemic

syllable boundary falls between n and y (cf. plural hanyoyi, where only the y is

reduplicated, not ny as would be expected in this plural type if ny represented a unit

phoneme). The velar nasal [n] is the predictable form of /n/ before velar and glottal

consonants and the labial-velar approximant [w], e.g. [swjk'o:] 'baldness', [sarjhdi] a type

of basket, [karjwa:] 'potash* (orthographic sanio, sanho, kanwa respectively). The velar

nasal is also a frequent variant (probably universal for some speakers) of any nasal before

pause, e.g. [wanndrj] 'this one', [mOtOrj] 'person* (orthographic wannan, mutum
respectively).

Fricatives: In the Kano and many other dialects, the only voiceless labial consonant

phoneme is phonetically a bilabial fricative
[<fr], represented as / in the orthography.

However, there is much dialectal and individual variation in the pronunciation of this

phoneme. Some speakers tend to pronounce it as a bilabial plosive [p]. A labiodental variant

of the fricative, [f], as well as bilabial variants of varying degrees of constriction are also

heard. Some dialects, particularly in the north and west, have no voiceless labial consonant

at all, instead having plain glottal fricative before front vowels, e.g. [hi] 'to exceed* (cf.

Kano [<]>i, fi, pi]) and a labialized glottal [hw] elsewhere, e.g. [hwarra:] 'to begin* (cf. the

Kano example in the list above).

Tap/trill: Most Hausa speakers distinguish two tap sounds in the alveolar region, [r, rj.

The first is the 'canonical trilled r* sound, found in many of the world's languages. It can be

realized minimally as a single tap, but often has multiple taps, especially word-initially or

finally, and obligatorily when geminated for morphological purposes. The [rj is a retroflex

flap, realized by flipping the tongue forward across the alveolar ridge. Newman (1980)

provides the most extensive discussion of the status, distribution, and history of these

sounds in Hausa. Ladefoged (1968: 30) was the first to investigate the sounds

instrumentally, and though he notes the distinct articulations, he states, 'Indeed I have not

been able to find any consistent acoustic difference between the two sounds'. The two are

clearly contrastive as shown by the oft-cited though far from unique minimal pair, [bsisa:]

'begging* vs. [bora:] 'servant* (both orthographic bara)f but in the one tap mode illustrated

by a pair such as this, they are often difficult to distinguish. However, when they are

lengthened through one of several morphological processes, the long variants share little

articulatory or acoustic similarity. In pairs such as [ ja: rarr^bkei Ji] 'he flogged him* vs.

[ J&tatuei] 'swept* (orthographic ya rarrabke shi and shararre respectively), tihe long [rr] is

an alveolar trill whereas the long [rr] is a prolonged retroflex approximant (see Ladefoged

and Maddieson (1996) for instrumental data and discussion). It should foe noted that in the

sample text below, the distinction between the two r's is not indicated. The speaker for mis

text is among the minority of Hausa speakers who have only the single r sound, [r].
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Transcription of recorded passage

The transcriptional style adopted in this illustration is a relatively narrow one, which reflects

the particular pronunciation used in the recording of the passage made for the illustration.

Note the following features of transcription: (1) Tone: Hausa has two distinctive tones,

high, which is unmarked here, and low, which is marked with a grave accent (

v

) over the

vowel of the syllable bearing the tone. There is also a phonetic falling tone, occurring only

on heavy (CV: or CVC) syllables and analyzed by most Hausa specialists as high followed

by low on a single syllable. This falling tone is marked with a circumflex accent (
A
) over the

vowel of the syllable bearing the tone. Aside from the normal high and low tones, certain

classes of words, particularly interjections and ideophones, are pronounced with an extra-

high tone, which falls above the normal pitch register. These are marked with an acute

accent (
"). Hausa has a downdrift intonation pattern, i.e. in a sequence high-low-high-low,

each subsequent high is somewhat lower in pitch than the preceding high, and likewise for

succeeding lows, but with less pitch declination than for the highs. (2) Punctuation: In the

transcription here, I = a significant pause at a fairly large syntactic boundary but with the

downdrift intonation carried on after the pause; , = a significant pause at a fairly large

syntactic boundary with the intonation level reset to a higher register after the pause; .
=

sentence level boundary, after which a new intonation register always begins. (3) Glottal

stop: As noted in the section on Consonants, [?] contrasts with other consonants

intervocalically, it occurs predictably at the beginning of words written in the standard

orthography with initial vowels, and before pause, it terminates words with final short

vowels. In the transcription here, word-initial and medial glottal stops are all written. Word-

final glottal stops are indicated in those cases where the speaker paused and pronounced a

clearly audible [?]. (4) Short vowels: As noted above, the pronunciation of short vowels is

heavily Influenced by consonantal context as well as vowels in contiguous syllables. The

transcription of the short vowels in the text attempts to roughly approximate the phonetic

variability.

?iskai do rainai

woto rainai, do ?iskor huntuiru: to ?ore:wo? I do raina: suko ji gordoma: ?o

kon ko:wa:tfe:t|e: dogo tfikmsu to <|>i k'or<)>i:. to suna: tjikin wonnorj

gordoma: I soj ga: woni motofiji:, ja: zo: sojie? do fiigor sojii:. to Jiikeinon, soj

Piskor huntuiru: do raina: suko ji jord3e:d3e:riija:, ?o kon jow, za:?o ji

kw'ure?, don ?o go ko: wa: zoj ?ijo sa: motofijin jo tuiBei nigorso? ?o kon
tiilos. to Jiikeinon, soj ?iskor huntuiru: to buisoi sornnto?, do k'or<(>i: I ?ijo jinto

I omnia: ma:, soj to ka:so sa: Ji: wonnom motofiji: I jo kwo6e: fi:gorso?, don
kwuwa, ja: dondonne: fiigor gomgom ?o jikinso?. to ddgo k'orfei doj, soj

?iskai to sollomai, dogo non ne: kwuma, ?ito ra:na: I to Jigo na:to ?ajkin. ?aj

ko: ra:na: I soj to bu:cfo: hoskjonto do za:fmto worwor. hobo: I kon ko tje: me:,

soj ga: Ji wonnom mutum I motofiji: I ja: kwo6e: n:gorsa:, ba: gjirma: do

?orzltki:. gonirj hoko kwuwa I soj ?iska: do:le to ?omintJe: ?o kon tje:wai, lolle:

I ra:na: tai fii to k'orcjui.
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Orthographic version

IskadaRana

Wata rana, da iskar hunturu ta arewa da rana suka yi gardama a kan kowace ce daga cikinsu
ta ft karfi. To, suna cikin wannan gardama, sai ga warn matafiyi ya zo sanye da rigar sanyi
To, shi ke nan, sai iskar hunturu da rana suka yi yarjejeniya a kan yau, za'a yi kure don a ga
ko wa zai lya sa matafiyin ya tu6e rigarsa a kan tilas. To, shi ke nan, sai iskar hunturu ta
buso sanymta da karfi iya yinta, amma ina?! Sai ta kasa sa shi wannan matafiyi ya kwa6e
rigarsa, don kuwa ya dandanne rigar gamgam a jikinsa. To dafca tfarshe dai, sai iska ta
sallama, daga nan ne kuma, ita rana ta shiga nata aikin. Ai ko, rana sai ta budo haskenta da
zafinta warwar. Haba! Kan ka ce me, sai ga shi wannan mutum, matafiyi, ya kwaBe
rigarsa, ba girma da arziki. Ganin haka kuwa, sai iska doleta amince a kan cewa, lalle rana
tafita karfi.
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